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«Planet of Mubu» is a top-down puzzle with elements of shooter and runner in the green alien civilization setting. The
combination of challenging puzzles and crazy shootouts will not let you get bored, and high-speed races will diversify your

gameplay. Explore the alien planet, discover all secret places, collect every bonus and get a reward!
Conquer the «Planet of Mubu»!

BONUS! The Original Soundtrack!
All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!

About.
«Planet of Mubu» is the one of the greenest planets in the galaxy. High-tech civilization «Mubu» owns and protecting it for

ages.
You have a team of five alien invaders. They arrived from far space to the «Planet of Mubu» to conquer it and get a lot of
different resources. Find out how will war between ancient civilization and merciless aliens in the game «Planet of Mubu»!

Features.

1. Every alien hero have a special ability. Use them to solve puzzles and overcome all obstacles!

2. World «Planet of Mubu» hides a lot of mystery places and secret bonuses. Find then all and get a reward!
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3. Seven locations for every taste:

Forest is a giant area. Explore it, and you can find bonuses and portals to the new areas. Get out of the borders because there are
the most interesting thins there!

Puzzle is a location which is a one big puzzle. Use unique abilities of alien invaders to solve them all!
Arena is a big area for deadly battles. Destroy everyone and try he taste of victory!

Run – tick-tock! Get hurry to get to the end of the map or die! Collect bonuses and try to not get into the traps!
Viking – your sword is your revenge!
Maze – big maze... or very big maze!

Boss – fight with the boss! Every boss is unique and the have their own weaknesses. Use them and defeat these creatures!

Graphics.
1. The world of «Planet of Mubu» has been drawn with only 12 colors.

2. All basic objects have a smooth animation.
3. Soft color palette will help you to relieve stress.

Music.
Great soundtrack with a guitar and elements of chiptune.

All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!
Crazy playlist:

Title theme - 1:35 min

Map theme - 0:41 min

Tutorial theme - 0:27 min

Forest theme - 2:09 min

Puzzle theme - 1:07 min

Arena theme - 1:05 min

Run theme - 2:07 min

Viking theme - 1:06 min

Maze theme - 1:14 min

Boss theme - 1:10 min

Bonus track - 1:00 min

Good Luck!
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Title: Planet of Mubu
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anatoliy Loginovskikh
Publisher:
Zotdinex
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse and keyboard

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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planet of mubu. planet of mubu steam

This is the new Bad Rats
10\/10 well gift again, IGN. This is a neato platfomer that especially since it was made by one person has a lot going for it

the good
-some really catchy music (especially when you get a powerup)
-interesting platforming
-good asthetics
-each orb to collect has a timer when you collect it to escape 1) if you lose it can be reset 2) it's a good difficulty not too hard
but hard enough that some levels I had to retry (so usually timed events I hate but these were actually bearable because it wasn't
too punishing if you lose)

the ok
-a lot of the levels are translucent which both makes it easy to see where to go but sometimes makes it harder to see where you
need to jump to
-level size, its both a plus and minus the plus is that sometimes hitting a huge jump has you clenching your muscles and makes it
a bit more tense the minus is that it takes longer to get from point A to point B
-the platforming - later on in the game you basically fly espcially if you have a power orb

the bad
- as the clock ticks down in the timed events everything gets brighter and combining that brightness with the translucent blocks
there were 2-3 times I was down to the last 5-10 seconds left and I was basically blind and was guessing my jumps to escape the
level

one thing that I was kinda dissapointed about but understand is that in the beginning levels you will use 1-2 types of orbs in a
level but later on you use only 1 type of orb per level because they become so overpowered

oh one thing to realize that took me a bit to figure out because I went into this game blind is that there are levels within levels
kinda like when you go to find a file location on a computer and you have to go into a few folders in order to find the file so
knowing that information should give you the mindset to help you navigate your way around to your objectives much easier (so
while there are 16 orbs to collect there is more like 40ish levels in total in this game)

so yeah other then that this is a solid platformer (if you like platformers you are likely to like this one). Too complicated
gameplay, needs aligned teams to be fun. Simple and just boring puzzle game. There are many better games like this done in the
past, just like Pushy II e.g.. UMMMMMM............... I played it and it's not a good or bad mod. Nobody plays it. ummmm.... I
got nothing man.
Why is this on stream? All the mods that could have come on stream, fu ck them all this mod dood. I guess it's interesting to
look at for 3 minutes but that's it. I don't hate this mod, there's new weapons and enemies so it gets an extra point. However,
there's nothing much for me to talk about.

Well at least it's better than HDTF and Wilson Chronicles. Also it doesn't charge money.
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Bike Turret?
Screw that, I want a Skull Cannon!

The first and most obvious thing to point out is that this skin sounds like power. All the sounds feel incredibly punchy,
bar the Bike Blaster and Nitro sounds which for some reason remain unchanged.

Other than that? You're basically Ghost Rider mixed with Van Helsing. If you like those kinds of things you'll love
this.
There are some voice-lines that feel slightly unfitting along with the "Ohhh Spo0ki Scary Skeleton Bounty Hunter"
lines he has a normal Help! line where he literally just says "Help!". He also has a Help! line where he says "They're
cracking my skull!", which felt a little too real for me. but overall the voice has just enough changes to make an impact
without being grating.

I bought it because I adore Chucho. If you just plain like the guy, this skin's pretty good.. hello visitor i see you have come to
a disision weather you should buy this game.

WELL ILL TELL YOU ITS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665UNLESS YOU LIKE BEING
A\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665FLYING A PEICE OF CRAP IN SPACE THEN THIS GAME
IS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IF YOU HAVE JUST BROUGHT THIS GAME THEN YOU HAVE WASTED
YOUR MONEY MY FRIEND. So hardcore, but fun. :D Play it!. Just completed my first playthrough on the first try. This
game is extremely fun, and has a lot of potential. Basically, so far, you are given a mission that you have to complete by
going through the mansion, picking up machine guns, rifles, shotguns, flare guns, and an assortment of other ranged and
melee weapons. An interesting but hard to control mechanic is that you can 'rescue' two people in the house that will aid in
your battle. The problem with this is that they follow close behind you but you cannot control their movement. This makes
giving them a melee weapon basically useless, as they will take damage because they wont be able to move away. This means
that you will end up giving them the guns and you having to slowly melee your way through the mansion, not that thats a big
inconvenience. The monsters are classic: skeletons, bats, and zombies. Although they are basic they can be a pain to put down,
especially with melee weapons. I would like to see scarier monsters in future update, and maybe some more movie tie-ins.
Overall a fun that reminds me of old school slow paced survival horror like alone in the dark.. I bought the Nyx and I adore
it. I got it on sale though, I personally wouldn't have paid full price for it, although the one month free premium is a steal.

it's very fast and powerful, though it IS a Spec Ops class (rank 9 with Jericho), it's much more powerful than my more
armored gunships\/commands from lower tiers.

So yes, I recommend it if you want a reliable ship. Of course remember it costs galactic standards (premium currency), to
transfer synergy off of it. It makes a very good syngery farm if you don't mind spending GS to transfer (you get plenty from
achievements, but more are purchaseable). Very nice play style, emersive, more than I expected from playing the demo. I've
seen my friends' characters in the game, and it makes me very excited to finally be able to play it after waiting so long for
the release!

Mind you, there is a few bugs, and that's going to happen, but Savage has been working hard to fix said bugs. It's really
awesome when you mention a bug in the game, and it's fixed the next day. xD shows how much he cares about the people
playing!!!

If you'd like to see a playthrough and potentially talk to the creator, Savage Dragoon, join me when I stream! 
https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/potsie30. An excellent part 2.
It's starting to pick up some speed. I'm looking forward to part 3.
Hopefully season 2 will fully focus on superhero hijinks.
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